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Introduction

Sabre Pattern Library and Style Guide Version 2011.10

As the competition creates infinite choices, companies look for ways to connect emotionally with customers, to become irreplaceable and to create lifelong relationships. A strong 
brand stands out in a densely crowded marketplace. People fall in love with brands, they trust them and believe in their superiority. 

Brands are also messengers of trust. Every time someone sees our brand, we strive to instill a sense of reassurance. And through coherence of thought and adherence to our 
standards, we ensure that all the pieces hold together in a way that appears easy and seamless to the customer.

Our brand standards provide directions for the following:

1. General
1.1. Color Palette
1.2. Typography

2. Layout
2.1. Banner
2.2. Page Grid
2.3. Panes
2.4. Separators
2.5. Panels
2.6. Field Sets
2.7. Dialogs

3. Navigation
3.1. Accordion
3.2. Breadcrumbs
3.3. Pagination
3.4. Tabs
3.5. Tree
3.6. Column Browse
3.7. Progress Bar

4. Data Input
4.1. Form Field
4.2. Text Field
4.3. Auto Complete

5. Data Selection
5.1. Combo Box
5.2. Spinner
5.3. Checkbox
5.4. Radio Button
5.5. Carousel
5.6. Date Selection

6. Data Display
6.1. Data Grid (Table)
6.2. Thumbnails
6.3. List

7. Controls
7.1. Tools
7.2. Action Buttons
7.3. Slider
7.4. Scroller

8. Messages
8.1. Form Field Validator
8.2. Prompts
8.3. Tooltips
8.4. Status Bar

9. Interaction
9.1. Search and Results
9.2. Expand
9.3. Collapse
9.4. Filter
9.5. Sort
9.6. Animate
9.7. Slide
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1.1. Color Palette

Headlines

Text

Links

Backgrounds

Buttons & Highlights

Graphs & Accents

#333333
51, 51, 51

#E50000
229, 0, 0

#003366
0, 51, 102

#990000
153, 0, 0

#000000
0, 0, 0

#CCE3FF
204, 227, 255

#FFFEBC
255, 254, 188

#FFFFFF
255, 255, 255

#70A9BC
112, 169, 188

#3366CC
51, 102, 204

#FFFC21
255, 252, 33

#930072
147, 0, 114

#3366CC
51, 102, 204

#FFFC21
255, 252, 33

#E50000
229, 0, 0

#333333
51, 51, 51

#FFFFFF
255, 255, 255

#3366CC
51, 102, 204

#990000
153, 0, 0

#E1E1E1
225, 225, 225

#F2F2F2
242, 242, 242

#5E9204
94, 146, 4

#FF9000
255, 144, 0

#95E805
149, 232, 5

#E3EAD6
227, 234, 214

#BFBFBF
191, 191, 191

#E1E1E1
225, 225, 225

#AAAAAA
170, 170, 170

disabled

disabled disabled
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1.2. Typography
Typography plays an integral role in identifying a system.  Together with the corporate colors and layout, typography creates 
a distinctive style for Sabre® Red ™ products.

                  (cont.)

Primary Typeface
Calibri is the primary typeface for Sabre Red applications.
This sans serif font has four different styles in its family: Regular, Regular Italic, Bold, Bold Italic.

Substitute Font for Calibri
If it is not possible or practical to acquire the Calibri font, it is permissible to substitute Arial for Calibri.  
This is primarily allowable for operating systems that run applications older than Microsoft Office 2007.

TypeThe	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox
The	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox

The	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox
The	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox
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1.2. Typography (cont.)

                  (cont.)

Best Practices
• All user-visible text should be anti-aliased, 

which is automatic if you use one of the 
standard system fonts.

• Whenever your application specifies a font, 
use the system-defined constants.  Using 
the system constants ensures that your 
application always displays the appropriate 
fonts regardless of changes to the 
operating system.

• Avoid using a specific font and point size.

TypeThe	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox
The	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox

The	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox
The	  Quick	  Brown	  Fox

System Font

Emphasized System Font

Small System Font

Emphasized Small System Font

Application Font

Heading Font

Label Font

View Font

Hyperlink Font

Fixed-Width Font
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2.1. Banner
A Web banner, placed prominently across the top of a web application or website, is used to distinctively identify the brand 
and application.  The design includes the Sabre Red branded theme design, the product name, and logo.  The banner can be 
used for branded or co-branded applications.

Layout is the computation of the position of the paragraphs, sentences, words, and letters of a text. It is the process of 
calculating the position of objects in space that are subject to various constraints.  This functionality can be part of an 
application or packaged as a reusable component or library.  

Launcher Banner
A Launcher Banner is placed inside Sabre Red Workspace.  It duplicates the function of branding and navigating.  The 
number of launch items can range between 4 to 7, depending on the length of the label.  Label width for each launch item 
should be the same, and the launch menu area should not be altered vertically or horizontally.

sabre red workspace Launcher Banner placement
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Branded Banner
A Branded Banner is included in Sabre Red Workspace to distinguish one application from another application.

                 (cont.)
2.1. Banner (cont.)

sabre red workspace Branded Banner placement
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Best Practices
• Having a clean and consistent page 

structure assists in ease and predictability 
of navigation.

• When using CSS for structuring page 
layout, content may be placed in the 
HTML file in any order.  However, it is 
important to put the most important content 
first.  Assistive technology will read the 
content based on physical order and 
structure.  For example, a left navigation 
menu may be placed at the bottom of the 
HTML with the main content first.  The 
assistive technology will read the content 
first.  The CSS, however, may place the 
navigation area visually before the content 
area.

2.2. Page Grids
A standardized grid provides a consistent and cohesive user and brand experience with flexibility for designers to incorporate 
common and dynamic page elements, as well as different ad sizes; for a large quantity of websites that are created and 
maintained by many individuals.  A defined set of configurations will enable developers to reuse code and easily leverage 
existing modules.

Websites and web applications have a need for 
consistency among common page elements: page width, 
division of space, ad usage and code base.

Successful web page or web application design often 
leverages methods rooted in print design by utilizing an 
underlying grid system.  In applications, depending on the 
language being used to build, might require exact x and y 
coordinates, or pixel specifications when creating the grid 
system.

A template with an established grid system can reduce 
preparation time for designers and let them focus more on 
the content and features.  Consistency across pages and 
page elements contributes to a cohesive brand and user 
experience.

For designers, templates can be created in commonly 
used applications, such as Adobe Photoshop and 
Illustrator.  These templates should include details like 
column and gutter widths.

For developers using CSS and HTML, create a single 
CSS code template that accommodates page variations 
(such as number of columns.)  Templates should also 
reflect details, such as the gutter widths defined by 
designers.

To acquire Sabre Red specific templates and code 
samples, please contact the Sabre UX Team.

                 (cont.)

mailto:ux@sabre.com?subject=Questions%20or%20Comments
mailto:ux@sabre.com?subject=Questions%20or%20Comments
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Best Practices
• When a frame or web page is divided into 

one or more panes, one pane should 
remain as the primary pane. 

• Only the primary pane should have a 
button bar, as multiple button bars in a 
frame or web page can cause confusion.

• Separators, or rules, should not be used to 
separate panels, which are self-separating 
by design.

2.3. Panes
A pane is a content area within a frame.  A pane can be divided horizontally or vertically, and individual panes can be set to a 
fixed size or made resizable by users.  Panes scroll independently, and they may be minimized or closed independently 
based on user requirements.  The parent of a pane is a frame.

Related Patterns:  Expand, Collapse,  Animate, Slide

                 (cont.)

sabre red workspace Pane placement
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Best Practices
• If the contents of a Section require vertical 

scrolling, avoid designs that result in two 
scrollbars appearing side-by-side.

                 (cont.)
2.4. Separators
Separators, or rules, are labeled or unlabeled lines used at any layout level.  They can be used inside a Frame, a Pane, a 
Panel, a Field Set, or a tab container.  Separators are used to divide closely related components without completely isolating 
them from other components grouped within a container.

Horizontal Separator on light grey background

Horizontal Separator on white background

1px line #E1E1E1/ 225,225,225

1px line #E1E1E1/ 225,225,225

Label	  1:

Label	  2:

Long	  Label	  3:

Label	  4:

Label	  5:

Long	  Label	  6:

Label	  7:

Label	  8:

Vertical Separator padding

Label	  1:

Label	  3:

Long	  Label	  5:

Label	  2:

Long	  Label	  4:

Label	  6:

Horizontal Separator padding

15px

15px

ends at far right edge of the longest fieldstarts at far left edge of the longest label

15px 15px

starts at top edge of first field

ends at bottom edge of last field
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Best Practices
• Set the focus on the collapse item.  This 

enables assistive technologies to detect 
where the collapsed area is.  Of course, if 
the user is typing or needs the focus in 
another area, this solution cannot be used.

• Provide ALT tags that preview what will 
happen when the user engages an 
interaction.  For example, if you can close 
a panel and provide a way to communicate 
where the panel is collapsed, you might 
consider putting text in the ALT for the 
image that tells users what will happen 
when they click/activate the close icon and 
how they can open the panel again.

2.5. Panels
A panel is the primary container used within a pane.  It includes a branded title bar and may include a button bar in place of a 
footer to control its contents.  The parent of a panel is a pane.  Panels may be docked, but they should not be nested.  For a 
more flexible use of screen space, designers can use collapsible panels or drawers.  Drawers are panels that expand on the 
top of other contents, and collapse to one side of the frame.

The contents of panels can scroll vertically or horizontally according to the needs of the application.  Related panels can only 
be docked side-by-side.  If contents need to be docked vertically, designers should consider using an Accordion instead.

When two or more panels are arranged together side-by-side or 
top-to-bottom, the panels may be configured to be collapsing.  
The result is that the collapsed panel is reduced to just the title 
bar, while the adjacent panel is expanded to show additional 
content - reducing or eliminating the need for scrolling.

Related Patterns:  Expand, Collapse,  Animate, Slide

                 (cont.)

Panel	  Heading

Panel	  Heading	  2

Panel	  Heading	  1

Panel	  Heading	  3

gradient: #F2F2F2/ 242,242,242
      #CCCCCC/ 204,204,204

#F2F2F2/ 242,242,242

12px Calibri Bold #000000/ 0,0,0

10px

12px Calibri Regular #1A1A1A/ 26,26,26
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Best Practices
• Keep field set labels concise and 

descriptive.  Labels should not span the full 
width of the field set and should avoid text 
wrapping.

• The font color for a field set label should be 
the same as the line color, but the label 
and border line should not meet.

• Avoid scrolling content inside a field set.

• Do not overuse field sets.  Too many 
organization elements can make an 
interface visually heavy and overwhelming.

2.6. Field Sets
A field set is a titled sub-container that groups related components within a panel.  The parent of a field set is a panel; field 
sets cannot be docked or nested, and they should not be used outside of a panel.  An alternative to a field set is a titled 
separator, which can be used to divide form elements but not necessarily enclose them.  For a more flexible use of screen 
space, collapsible field sets can be used.  They appear to be similar to a titled separator but with a reinforce control for 
expanding and collapsing.

In HTML, the grouping of a collection of GUI widgets is called a Field Set.  The grouping of form components looks better 
than leaving the items outside of a frame.

Field sets can be configured to collapse and expand vertically by adding an icon control on the left side of the field set label.  
When collapsed, the field set is represented like a Labeled Separator with a Plus icon to the left.  The line extending out from 
the label should reach the full width of the collapsed component.

Related Patterns:  Expand, Collapse,  Animate, Slide

                 (cont.)

Advanced	  Search	  Op4on Advanced	  Search	  Op4on

Associated	  Profile	  Name:

Email	  Address:

Phone	  Number:

10	  px

10	  px

16	  px

10	  px

align	  fields	  with	  collapse	  icon

Interaction of a Field Set
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Best Practices
• If you apply a lightbox effect to modal 

dialogs, do so consistently throughout the 
application.

• In the past, dialogs were used to show 
simple messages or confirmations.  
Increasingly, messages like these should 
be displayed in a message or bubble text 
component.

2.7. Dialogs
A dialog is a temporary frame that is layered above the user interface.  Modal dialogs prevent any user interaction with the 
main interface while they are open. Non-modal dialogs allow users to interact simultaneously with both the open dialog and 
the main interface.

A dialog is designed to look similar to a frame with a right corner Close [X] control.  It may include panes, panels, and field 
sets for more complex layouts.

                 (cont.)

Example of an Advanced Dialog
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Best Practices
• Modal dialogs are generally regarded as 

bad design solutions by usability 
practitioners since they are prone to 
produce mode errors. 

• Model dialogs are disruptive to main 
workflows.

2.7. Dialogs (cont.)

Model dialog boxes are those which temporarily halt 
the program, disallowing the user to continue until the 
dialog has been closed: the program may require some 
additional information before it can continue, or may 
simply wish to confirm that the user wants to proceed 
with a potentially dangerous course of action.  

The main workflow is interrupted when a modal dialog 
is shown.  This effect has either been sought because 
it focuses on the completion of the task at hand or 
rejected because it prevents the user from changing to 
a different task when needed.

In web applications, it is increasingly common for 
modal dialogs to be layered above a shaded layer, 
called lightbox.  This brings the dialog into greater 
focus indicating to users that they cannot work with the 
main interface while the dialog is open.

                 (cont.)

Narrow	  Container

Num Age*
Exclude	  Other	  Fare/Passenger	  Types

26	  px

16	  px

10	  px

16 px

16 px 16 px

OK Cancel
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3.1. Accordion
An Accordion is a grouped set of collapsible panels that provide access to a large number of links or other selectable items in 
a constrained space.  Each inlaid panel may be individually expanded, leaving the rest collapsed by hovering on or clicking 
the title of the specific panel to display a single subset of the options.

Best Practices
• Run the stacked panels down the left; 

show the goal at the top, bottom or right of 
the screen.

• Use contrast and padding to clearly display 
the stacked panels; keep them off the 
bottom edge of screen.

• Avoid nesting accordions inside of other 
accordions or use a Tree structure.

• For keyboard users an accordion usually 
ends up behaving either as a tree view or 
as a tab view.  It may be possible to add 
keyboard navigation to the accordion with 
tabbing between labels or up/down arrows.

• An accordion should degrade into 
something useful when Javascript is off.

Related Patterns:  Expand, Collapse,  Animate, Slide

Accordions are typically styled as a tack of collapsible panels, and not with the look of hierarchical trees, with the top-level 
category items used as labels.  The category labels may function as full-width handles or may be provided with a consistent 
expand/collapse icon.

Accordions may be configured to require that there is always a single panel open or to allow more flexible possibilities such as 
all panels closed or multiple panels open.

Navigation allows users to access the main functions of a website or web application.  The primary menu is sometimes 
called Global Navigation, which appears directly below the branded banner.  In Sabre Red Workspace, the secondary 
menu is located vertically to the right side, allowing users quick access to different functions.

12px Calibri Regular #1A1A1A/ 26,26,26

Set	  One

Set	  Two

Set	  Three

Set	  One

Set	  Two

Set	  Three

10 px

10 px

22 px

gradient: #F2F2F2/ 242,242,242
      #CCCCCC/ 204,204,204

#FFFFFF/ 255,255,255

1px Solid, #B4B4B4/ 180,180,180 

10 px12px Calibri Bold #000000/ 0,0,0
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Best Practices
• Each breadcrumb label should match the 

corresponding page title.

• Allow the breadcrumb and each link to be 
navigated to with the Tab key.

• When an individual breadcrumb label has 
keyboard focus, the Enter key will navigate 
to the linked page.

• Use the rules of title capitalization for labels 
in the breadcrumb.

3.2. Breadcrumbs
Breadcrumbs or breadcrumb trails are navigation aids used in user interfaces.  They allows users to keep track of their 
location within programs or documents.  Breadcrumbs typically appear horizontally across the top of a web page, usually 
below title bars or headers.  They provide links back to each previous page the user navigated through to get to the current 
page.  Breadcrumbs provide a trail for the user to follow back to the starting or entry point.

Breadcrumbs can be displayed as 
a horizontal list of labels that 
reflect the location of the current 
page in the hierarchy of a website. 
They provide context and help 
users understand where on the 
website they are and enable them 
to easily navigate up in the site 
hierarchy.  The labels should 
match the page titles and function 
as hyperlinks to that page.

The page may be arrived at from 
external sources, such as Search 
Results or Bookmarks, and 
Breadcrumbs can help users get a 
sense of context by showing the 
pageʼs hierarchy.

                        (cont.)
> > >

#AAAAAA/ 170,170,170

Current Page:
14pt Calibri Bold #990000/ 153,0,0

Past Pages:
14pt Calibri Regular #990000/ 153,0,0

4px 4px

Placement example of Breadcrumbs
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Best Practices
• Do not hyperlink the page that is currently 

active, i.e. if on page three, the number 3 
should not be hyperlinked.

• Allow each link to be navigated to with the 
Tab key.

• When an individual link has keyboard 
focus, the Enter key will navigate to the 
linked page.

• Do not display a hyperlink for the current 
page in the page links.

3.3. Pagination
Pagination is used for such things as displaying a limited number of results on search engine results pages.  It is also used in 
every web application to divide returned data and display it on multiple pages.  Pagination also includes the logic of preparing 
and displaying the links to the various pages.

Item Pagination
When there is too much data or too long a list of items to 
display on a single page, break the list of items into a sequence 
of pages.

Provide Previous and Next links to enable users to navigate 
through the paginated data, as well as links to the First and Last 
pages in the set.

Search Pagination
When searches return too many results to display on a single 
page, separate the information into a sequence of pages.

Provide pagination control, as a row of links, to enable the user 
to browse through more results than can be displayed on a 
single page.

When on first page of results do not display the label or arrow 
for ʻPreviousʼ; when on the last page of results do not display 
the label or arrow for ʻNextʼ.

                        (cont.)

|<  < >  >|

1-‐10	  of	  50
«	  First	  	  |	  	  ‹	  Prev	  	  |	  	  Next	  ›	  	  |	  	  Last	  »

6px

Disabled: 12pt Calibri Regular
#AAAAAA/ 170,170,170

Enabled: 12pt Calibri Regular
#990000/ 153,0,0

«	  Prev	  	  	  	  	  1	  	  	  	  	  2	  	  	  	  	  3	  	  	  	  	  4	  	  	  	  	  5	  	  	  	  	  Next	  »

8px

Disabled: 12pt Calibri Regular
#AAAAAA/ 170,170,170

Enabled: 12pt Calibri Regular
#990000/ 153,0,0

label active inactive

Work	  Area B C DA FE

12pt Calibri Bold 
#808080/ 128,128,128

12pt Calibri Bold
#333333/ 51,51,51

Next	  »«	  Prev

Enabled: 10x10 pixels
12pt Calibri Regular
#990000/ 153,0,0

Disabled: 12pt Calibri Regular
#AAAAAA/ 170,170,170
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Best Practices
• Allow the user to navigate across the tabs 

in a logical order with the Tab key.  
Pressing Tab will focus on the next 
element, while pressing Shift + Tab will 
focus on the previous element.

• A focused tab can be selected with the 
Enter key.

• Include a Title attribute with the word 
“active” into the link that was just activated.

• Include an invisible graphic with an ALT 
attribute and a word “active” into the link.

• The selected tab should come forward in 
terms of prominence from the other tabs.  
Unselected tabs should sit back visually to 
reinforce the notion of where the user is via 
the selected tab.

3.4. Tabs
Tabs can be applied to a container to allow users to change the contents of the container.  As such, they constitute a type of 
navigation at the container level.

                        (cont.)

Navigation Tabs
The element should span across the entire width of the page using limited as well as short and predictable titles with the 
current selected tab clearly highlighted to maintain the metaphor of the file folders.

active tab inactive tab spacer

InacTveAc4ve

Active Tab
text style: Calibri 12 pt Bold
text color: #333333/ 51, 51, 51
h-align: center
v-align: middle
line spacing: 0.8 pt
width: 90 px
height: 34 px
fill: #FFFFFF
top border: 2 px #CC0000/ 204, 0, 0
left border: 1 px #666666/ 102, 102, 102
right border: 1 px #666666 / 102, 102, 102
bottom border: 1 px #FFFFFF / 255, 255, 255
shadow angle: 0
shadow color: #000000/ 0, 0, 0
shadow offset: 2 px
shadow blur: 2 px
shadow opacity: 12%

Inactive Tab
text style: Calibri 12 pt Normal
text color: #333333/ 51, 51, 51
h-align: center
v-align: middle
line spacing: 0.8 pt
width: 90 px
height: 34 px
fill: #e1e1e1
top border: 1 px #E1E1E1/ 225, 225, 225
left border: 1 px gradient #9A9A9A - #E1E1E1

154,154,154 - 225,225,225
right border: 1 px gradient #9A9A9A - #E1E1E1

154,154,154 - 225,225,225
bottom border: 1 px #9A9A9A/ 154,154,154
shadow: No

Spacer
height: 31 px
fill: #E1E1E1
bottom border: 1 px #9A9A9A/ 154,154,154
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Best Practices
• A focused tab can be selected with the 

Enter key.

• Include a Title attribute with the word 
“active” into the link that was just activated.

• Include an invisible graphic with an ALT 
attribute and a word “active” into the link.

• The selected tab should come forward in 
terms of prominence from the other tabs.  
Unselected tabs should sit back visually to 
reinforce the notion of where the user is via 
the selected tab.

3.4. Tabs (cont.)
Module Tabs
The active pane needs to be visualized.  Category titles should be short and less than ten.  Module tabs can be used if the 
content does not need to be viewed in context with each other.

                        (cont.)

active tab inactive tab spacer

ResultsLabel

Active Tab
text style: Calibri 12 pt Bold
text color: #333333/ 51, 51, 51
h-align: center
v-align: middle
width: 70 px
height: 20 px
inset margin: 1.0 pt
fill: #FFFFFF
top border: 2 px #CC0000/ 204, 0, 0
left border: 1 px #666666/ 102, 102, 102
right border: 1 px #666666 / 102, 102, 102
bottom border: 1 px #FFFFFF / 255, 255, 255
shadow angle: 0
shadow color: #000000/ 0, 0, 0
shadow offset: 2 px
shadow blur: 2 px
shadow opacity: 12%

Inactive Tab
text style: Calibri 12 pt Normal
text color: #333333/ 51, 51, 51
h-align: center
v-align: middle
width: 70 px
height: 20 px
inset margin: 1.0 pt
fill: #e1e1e1
top border: 1 px #E1E1E1/ 225, 225, 225
left border: 1 px gradient #9A9A9A - #E1E1E1

154,154,154 - 225,225,225
right border: 1 px gradient #9A9A9A - #E1E1E1

154,154,154 - 225,225,225
bottom border: 1 px #9A9A9A/ 154,154,154
shadow: No

Spacer
height: 31 px
fill: #FFFFFF/ 255, 255, 255
bottom border: 1 px #9a9a9a/ 154, 154, 154
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3.5 Tree
The Tree component is generally used for browsing and managing data files or records, together with their respective 
directories.

Expandable	  Item

Expandable	  Item

Collapsible	  Item

Collapsible	  Item

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51

10px

10px

10px

10px

Collapsible hover state

Collapsible hover state

Expandable normal state

Expandable hover state

Expandable	  Item

Collapsible	  Item

Expandable	  Item

Expandable	  Item

Collapsible	  Item

Expandable	  Item

Child	  Item

Child	  Item

Child	  Item

1px dotted #E1E1E1/ 225,225,225 10px

10px

10px

Best Practices
• Do not use a Tree component in place of 

an application menu.
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4.1 Form Field

Class:

view	  only

Class:Y Y

normal

Label:

Label:

Label:

Label:

focus

Label:

Label:
disabled

Label
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51

Field
height: 20px (fixed)
min. width: 30px
inset margin: 2px
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
text color: #000000/ 0,0,0

Normal
field color: #FFFFFF/ 255, 255, 255
outline: 1 px #ABABAB/ 171,171,171

View Only
no field image

Focus
field color: #E2EEF4/ 226,238,244
outline: #3B5872/ 59,88,114

Disabled
field color: #E1E1E1/ 225,225,225
outline: #BCBCBC/ 188,188,188
label font: Calibri 12pt normal
label color: #AAAAAA/ 170,170,170
text font: Calibri 12pt normal
text color: #AAAAAA/ 170,170,170

Input	  TextInput	  Text

Input	  TextInput	  Text

Input	  TextInput	  Text

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51 right-aligned

12pt Calibri Regular #000000/ 0,0,0 left-aligned

#FFFFFF/ 255,255,255

2px

#ABABAB/ 171,171,171

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51 left-aligned

2px

#3B5872/ 59,88,114

#E2EEF4/ 226,238,244

#BCBCBC/ 188,188,188

#E1E1E1/ 225,225,225

12pt Calibri Regular #AAAAAA/ 170,170,170 left-aligned

12pt Calibri Regular #AAAAAA/ 170,170,170 right-aligned

12pt Calibri Regular #AAAAAA/ 170,170,170 left-aligned
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                       (cont.)
4.1 Form Field (cont.)

field	  with	  icon

Label:

Label:

placeholder	  (ghost	  text)

Label:

Label:

required	  field

Label:

Label:
*

*

Label
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51

Field
height: 20px (fixed)
min. width: 30px
inset margin: 2px
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
text color: #000000/ 0,0,0

Field with Icon
icon placement: 4 px right of input field

Placeholder (Ghost Text)
text style: Calibri 12 pt italic
text color: #AAAAAA/ 170, 170, 170

Required Field
asterisk style: Calibri 18 pt normal
asterisk color: #CC0000/ 204, 0, 0
v-align: middle

Error Field
fill color: #FFCACA/ 255,202,202
outline: 1px #ABABAB/ 171,171,171

Bubble Text
fill color: #FFF9ED/ 255,249,237
outline: 1px #DDC88B/ 221,200,139
text style: Calibri 11 pt normal
text color: #262626/ 38, 38, 38

Label:
Label:

error

Sample	  error	  alert.

bubble	  text

Input	  TextInput	  Text

MM/DD/YYYYMM/DD/YYYY

Input	  TextInput	  Text

Input	  TextInput	  Text

2px

#BCBCBC/ 188,188,188

#ABABAB/ 171,171,171

12pt Calibri Italic #AAAAAA/ 170,170,170
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Input	  Text

                       (cont.)
4.2 Text Field

Label:

Label:

Label
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51

Field
height: 20px (fixed)
min. width: 30px
inset margin: 2px
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
text color: #000000/ 0,0,0
field color: #FFFFFF/ 255, 255, 255
outline: 1 px #ABABAB/ 171,171,171

* Refer to Form Field for Focus, Disabled, Error, 
Required Text, etc. styles and color.

Input	  Text

#FFFFFF/ 255,255,255

2px

#ABABAB/ 171,171,171

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51 left-aligned

2px
Label:

Input	  Text
12pt Calibri Regular #000000/ 0,0,0
top-left aligned

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51 left-aligned

Input	  Text

Label:
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Dall|

Best Practices
• Label the text box to match the userʼs 

expectation of what field will be searched 
against.

• Allow the user to highlight a desired match 
by either using a mouse or navigating to it 
with the up or down arrow keys.

• Allow the user to complete the form by 
pressing the Tab or Enter keys.

• Allow the user to cancel suggestions by 
pressing the Esc key.

• Allow the input field to receive keyboard 
focus by pressing the Tab key.

• Once the edit field is in focus make sure 
the focus stays in the edit field during auto 
complete.

• The insertion cursor should move as the 
left/right arrow keys are pressed in the text 
field.

4.3 Auto Complete
The Auto Complete feature allows faster user input by removing ambiguity about expected input data, avoiding potential mis-
typed information, and narrowing the correct choices.

Auto Complete with Suggestions
When a user types the first word of a search term or phrase, a suggestion box shows some suggestions.  The user can then 
select an item from the suggestions to complete the input by using the mouse or keyboard down arrow.  The selected item 
will then be displayed inside the input field.  The user can then perform the search and view the results.

If there are no results that match the userʼs input, the suggestion box will not display.  The user can continue typing the rest of 
his query. When a Search is performed, the results panel will return no results.

Auto Fill
When a user types the first word of a search term, a suggestion box shows some suggestions.  The user selects a 
suggestion, and the selection automatically populates the field.

                       (cont.)

Search: Find

ADS	  -‐	  Dallas	  Addison	  Airport
DNE	  -‐	  Dallas	  North	  Airport
DFW	  -‐	  Dallas/Ft	  Worth	  Intl
DAL	  -‐	  Dallas	  Love	  Field	  Airport
DLS	  -‐	  Dalles	  Municipal	  Airport

ADS	  -‐	  Dallas	  Addison	  Airport

Dall|

Search: Find

ADS	  -‐	  Dallas	  Addison	  Airport
DNE	  -‐	  Dallas	  North	  Airport
DFW	  -‐	  Dallas/Ft	  Worth	  Intl
DAL	  -‐	  Dallas	  Love	  Field	  Airport
DLS	  -‐	  Dalles	  Municipal	  Airport

Search: FindDFW	  -‐	  Dallas/Ft	  Worth	  Intl

DFW	  -‐	  Dallas/Ft	  Worth	  Intl
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5.1 Combo Box
A Combo Box is a text field with a drop-down list of options to choose from.  Users also have an option of typing an entry.  
Format combo boxes the same way that you would format a text entry field, but with the addition of the drop-down control.  
Apply the usual hover, mouse-down, and active states.  The drop-down container should be aligned with the left edge of the 
input field, and it should be at least as wide, or wider, than the field.

Label:

normal

Label:

-‐	  Select	  -‐ -‐	  Select	  -‐

Label:
Label:

hover

-‐	  Select	  -‐ -‐	  Select	  -‐

Label:

Label:

press

-‐	  Select	  -‐ -‐	  Select	  -‐

Label:
Label:

focus

-‐	  Select	  -‐ -‐	  Select	  -‐

Label:

Label:

disabled

-‐	  Select	  -‐ -‐	  Select	  -‐

*
error

Label:

Label:*
-‐	  Select	  -‐-‐	  Select	  -‐

Drop Down Box
min. width: same width as the combo box
placement: below, or above if needed
area color: #FFFFFF/ 255,255,255
text style: Calibri 12 pt normal
text align: left
display text color: #000000/ 0,0,0
scroll bar: Yes, if needed
data sort: alphanumerical

Selected State
text style: Calibri 12 pt normal
text color: #000000/ 0, 0, 0
fill: #CADAEA/ 202,218,234
border: 1px #88ADD1/ 136,173,209

Label: -‐	  Select	  -‐

OpTon	  1	  -‐	  Example	  Text

OpTon	  2	  -‐	  Example	  Text

OpTon	  3	  -‐	  Example	  Text

OpTon	  4	  -‐	  Example	  Text

OpTon	  5	  -‐	  Example	  Text

Drop Down Box

OpTon	  2	  -‐	  Example	  TextSelected State

Label
font: Calibri 12 pt normal
label align: left
label placement: inside combo box
label color: #333333/ 51, 51, 51

Size
height: 20 px
min. width: 45 px
inset margin: 2 px

Normal
gradient: #ffffff/RGB: 255,255,255

#DDDDDD/ 221,221,221
outline: 1px #ABABAB/ 171,171,171

Hover
gradient: #FFFFFF/ 255,255,255

#DDDDDD/ 221,221,221
outline: 1px #3B5872/ 59,88,114

Focus
gradient: #E2EEF4/ 226,238,244

#BDD3E3/ 189,211,227
outline: 2px #0099FF/ 0,153,255

Press
gradient: #DDDDDD/ 221,221,221

#FFFFFF/ 255,255,255
outline: 1px #3B5872/ 59,88,114

Disabled
fill: #E1E1E1/ 225,225,225
outline: #BCBCBC/ 188,188,188

Error
gradient: #FFBDBD/ 155,189,189

#ED9DD9F/ 237,157,159
outline: 1px #ABABAB/ 171,171,171
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5.2 Spinner
A spinner is a component used for entering or quickly changing numerical values.  Instead of a single drop-down arrow 
control on the right, like a Combo Box, a spinner uses a pair of up and down arrow buttons. When either button is clicked, the 
value in the field changes to one step higher or lower.  Spinners are sometimes used, for example, to change the year in date 
selector components.  Spinners work best for numerical values, but may be used for any data sets with a known sequence 
(like days of the week).

                              (cont.)

Number	  of	  Travelers:

Number	  of	  Travelers:

Number	  of	  Travelers:

2

2

1

2px 2px

Number	  of	  Travelers: 2

Label
font: Calibri 12 pt normal
label align: left
label placement: inside combo box
label color: #333333/ 51, 51, 51

Size
height: 20 px
min. width: 45 px
inset margin: 2 px

Normal
gradient: #ffffff/RGB: 255,255,255

#DDDDDD/ 221,221,221
outline: 1px #ABABAB/ 171,171,171

Hover
gradient: #FFFFFF/ 255,255,255

#DDDDDD/ 221,221,221
outline: 1px #3B5872/ 59,88,114

Press
gradient: #DDDDDD/ 221,221,221

#FFFFFF/ 255,255,255
outline: 1px #3B5872/ 59,88,114

Disabled
fill: #E1E1E1/ 225,225,225
outline: #BCBCBC/ 188,188,188

refer to form field for specifications

refer to form field for specifications
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5.3 Checkbox
A Checkbox permits users to make multiple selections from a number of options.  Normally, a checkbox is shown on the 
screen as a square box that contains either white space, a tick mark or an X.  A caption describing the meaning of the 
checkbox is normally shown adjacent to the checkbox.  Inverting the state of a checkbox is done by clicking the mouse on 
the box or the caption, or by using a keyboard shortcut, such as the space bar.

Some applications use checkboxes that allow an indeterminate state in addition to the two provided by a normal checkbox.  
This third stat is shown as a square or dash in the checkbox, and indicates that its state is neither checked nor unchecked.  
This is most often used when the checkbox is tied to a collection of items in mixed states.  The indeterminate state cannot 
usually be selected by user, and switches to a checked state when activated.

                              (cont.)

Label
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51

Option Text
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51
image placement: 4 px left of Option text

Focus Highlight
fill: #dfedf5/ 223,237,245
outline: #2EADF8/ 46,173,248

Disabled
option text color: #B4B4B4/ 180,180,180

normal

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

hover

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

focus

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

press

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

disabled

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2
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5.4 Radio Button
A Radio Button or Option Button allows a user to choose only one of a predefined set of options.  Radio buttons are arranged 
in groups of two or more. They are displayed on screen as a list of circular holes that can contain white space when 
unselected, or a dot when selected.  A caption describing the choice that this radio button represents is normally shown 
adjacent to each radio button.  When the user selects a radio button, any previously selected radio button in the same group 
becomes deselected.  Selecting a radio button is done by mouse clicking on the button, or the caption, or by using a 
keyboard shortcut.

It is possible that none of the radio buttons in a group is selected initially.  This state cannot be restored by interacting with 
the radio button widget.  It is a common practice to have one radio button set as selected.

                              (cont.)

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

normal

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:
OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

hover

Label: OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:

focus

OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:

OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:

press

OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:

OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:

disabled

OpTon	  1
OpTon	  2

Label:

Label
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51

Option Text
font: Calibri 12pt normal
align: left
color: #333333/ 51,51,51
image placement: 4 px left of Option text

Focus Highlight
fill: #dfedf5/ 223,237,245
outline: #2EADF8/ 46,173,248

Disabled
option text color: #B4B4B4/ 180,180,180
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Carousel	  Heading

5.5 Carousel
The Carousel allows a designer to better use page real estate while providing an engaging experience for object selection, by 
presenting a set of pictorial objects with limited screen real estate to accommodate all items at once.  Planning the item 
order, and providing different means for scrolling and communicating the element in focus clearly are essential for a 
successful design.

Carousels are used when the userʼs mental model of a topic or of a set of objects is closely tied with imagery, such as a 
visual representation of the object, and the available screen real estate is too small to accommodate all the items at once.

                              (cont.)

gradient: #F2F2F2/ 242,242,242
      #CCCCCC/ 204,204,20412px Calibri Bold #000000/ 0,0,0

10px

Focus State: 4px #0099FF/ 0,153,255

Carousel	  Heading

#E6E6E6/ 230,230,230Next	  »«	  Prev

#F2F2F2/ 242,242,242

Best Practices
• Scrolling may be continuous (a loop) or 

linear.

• Scrolling may reveal one new item at a 
time or a set of items all at once.

• Consider carefully the order of presentation 
of items in the carousel, bearing in mind 
that the user may very well not explore the 
entire set, thereby privileging the items 
shown first and shown relatively early.

• Optionally show some, one, or more 
additional items on either side of the 
central item to invite the user to scroll.

• Offer a mechanism to see the next or 
previous morsel that fits into the viewport.

refer to Pagination
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6.1 Data Grid (Table)
Data grids allow users to view and manage data in an Excel-like table format. They are common to nearly all database-driven 
applications.  The primary design objectives of data grids are (1) rapid access of information through visual scanning, sorting 
and filtering, and searching; and (2) data management (based on user permissions) including data selection, editing, import 
and export, etc.  The design and behavior specifications support these functions.

All data grids should include a table header containing a label for each data column.  Labels should be simple and 
descriptive, and should not greatly exceed the width of the data within the column.  It is preferable to avoid wrapping labels, 
but for some data-dense grids label wrapping may be necessary (in which case, the table header should be two rows in 
height).

L Airline Flight	  # From To Depart Arrive DC Availability
1 DL 1234 LAX DFW 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
2 DL	  	  * 4567 DFW MIA 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
3 CO 2345 LAX DFW 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
4 CO 5678 DFW MIA 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
5 CO	  	  * 3456 LAX DFW 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
6 CO 6789 DFW MIA 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
7 DL 4567 LAX MIA 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7
8 CO 5678 LAX MIA 200P 650P DC F7	  	  A7	  	  P7	  	  B7	  	  H7	  	  K7	  	  M7	  	  L7	  	  W7

V7	  	  G7	  	  S7	  	  N7	  	  Q7	  	  O7

▲

=

▼

◀ || ▶

#EEEEEE/ 238,238,238

#FFFFFF/ 255,255,255

12px Calibri Normal #333333/ 51,51,51

12px Calibri Bold #1A1A1A/ 26,26,26
4px

4px

4px

1px #B4B4B4/ 180,180,180 1px #ADAFB1/ 173,175,177 gradient: #E6E6E6/ 230,230,230
      #CCCCCC/ 204,204,204

#CADAEA/ 202,218,234(Selected	  Row)

Connecting Flight: 1px Dotted, #B4B4B4/ 180,180,180 

Non-Connecting Flight: 1px Solid, #B4B4B4/ 180,180,180 
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7.1 Tools
It is common practice to group and organize sets of UI controls in a common toolbar, with each control identified by a unique 
icon.  Toolbars are typically placed below the File menu in desktop applications or above table headers.

Toolbars give users easy access to the most frequently used controls, minimizing mouse clicks and making interactions with 
screen elements quick and seamless.  On the other hand, too many icons can make an interface bloated and overly 
complex.  Balance is needed.

RefreshClassic	  View Full	  Screen Split	  ScreenNew	  Area Previous Next

12pt Calibri Regular #333333/ 51,51,51

16px 16px 16px

1px #BFBFBF/ 191,191,191

Sefngs

Save

Search

Email

Copy

Cut

Paste

Preview

Print

Delete

Admin

Best Practices
• Always apply a Tooltip with a full-text (non-

abbreviated) label or description of each 
toolbar icon on hover.

• Do not change the order in which icons 
appear in a toolbar unless users make the 
change themselves.

Save

Previous

Copy
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Primary

normal normal

hover hover

focus focus

Secondary

press press

disabled disabled

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Size
width: 100 px (fixed)
height: 30 px (fixed)

Label
font: Calibri 12pt bold
color: #ffffff/RGB:255,255,255 (except Disabled)
align: center 

Primary
Normal

color gradient: #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4
       #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0

outline: 1 px #2d5500/RGB: 45,85,0
Hover

color gradient: #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4
       #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0

outline: 2 px #2d5500/RGB: 45,85,0
Focus

color gradient: #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4
       #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0

outline: 2 px #0099ff/RGB: 0,153,255
Press

color gradient: #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0
       #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4

outline: 1 px #2d5500/RGB:45,85,0
Disabled

color fill: #e3ead6/RGB: 227,234,214
outline: 1px #d2dcc1/RGB: 210,220,193
*label color: #b4b4b4/RGB: 180,180,180

* Restriction
- Max. of one (1) Primary
- Max. of five (5) total number of  buttons
- Size of buttons not to be altered

Secondary
Normal

color gradient: #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191
       #303030/RGB: 48,48,48

outline: 1 px #474747/RGB: 71,71,71
Hover

color gradient: #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191
       #303030/RGB: 48,48,48

outline: 2 px #474747/RGB: 71,71,71
Focus

color gradient: #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191
       #303030/RGB: 48,48,48

outline: 2 px #0099ff/RGB: 0,153,255
Press

color gradient: #303030/RGB: 48,48,48
       #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191

outline: 2 px #474747/RGB: 71,71,71
Disabled

color fill: #e1e1e1/RGB: 225,225,225
outline: d5d5d5/RGB: 213,213,313
*label color: #b4b4b4/RGB: 180,180,180

Main Action Button
Main action buttons are used for major actions like Save and Cancel that govern an entire pane or panel.  On each given page or interface, there should be only one single 
Primary Main Action Button, which should be the one used to complete the main UI task or let the user proceed to the next page.

7.2. Action Buttons
Action buttons give users a way of initiating transactions within the application - usually between the client and the server or within the client.  By consistently applying this button 
hierarchy, users are provided with important visual cues that can help them understand the relationships between different options or actions.

                    (cont.)
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                    (cont.)

Size
min. width: 55 px
height: 20 px (fixed)

Label
font: Calibri 11pt bold
color: #ffffff/RGB:255,255,255 (except Disabled)
align: center 

Primary
Normal

color gradient: #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4
       #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0

outline: 1 px #2d5500/RGB: 45,85,0
Hover

color gradient: #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4
       #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0

outline: 2 px #2d5500/RGB: 45,85,0
Focus

color gradient: #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4
       #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0

outline: 2 px #0099ff/RGB: 0,153,255
Press

color gradient: #2a4f00/RGB: 42,79,0
       #5e9204/RGB: 94,146,4

outline: 1 px #2d5500/RGB:45,85,0
Disabled

color fill: #e3ead6/RGB: 227,234,214
outline: 1px #d2dcc1/RGB: 210,220,193
*label color: #b4b4b4/RGB: 180,180,180

Secondary
Normal

color gradient: #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191
       #303030/RGB: 48,48,48

outline: 1 px #474747/RGB: 71,71,71
Hover

color gradient: #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191
       #303030/RGB: 48,48,48

outline: 2 px #474747/RGB: 71,71,71
Focus

color gradient: #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191
       #303030/RGB: 48,48,48

outline: 2 px #0099ff/RGB: 0,153,255
Press

color gradient: #303030/RGB: 48,48,48
       #bfbfbf/RGB: 191,191,191

outline: 2 px #474747/RGB: 71,71,71
Disabled

color fill: #e1e1e1/RGB: 225,225,225
outline: d5d5d5/RGB: 213,213,313
*label color: #b4b4b4/RGB: 180,180,180

* Restriction
- Height of buttons not to be altered

Primary

normal normal

hover hover

focus focus

Secondary

press press

disabled disabled

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Label

Regional Action Button
Regional Action Buttons are smaller secondary buttons that are suitable for use inline with components, in a dialog, or some small panels.

7.2. Action Buttons (cont.)
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8.1 Form Field Validator
In some cases it may be appropriate to keep the Save or Submit button inactive until all required fields have been completed; 
however, you risk frustrating users if it is not obvious to them what fields are required.  A better approach would be to enable 
the buttons, allow users to make the decision to submit or save.

Phone	  Number: Numeric	  value	  required.ABC-‐786-‐3453

Required Data Missing
When users try to submit a form that is missing required data, give the field a light red fill.  Show a message explaining why 
the form submission was rejected.  When users click on the field to supply the missing information, remove the red fill and 
change the form field to Focus state.

Invalid Data
When users try to submit a form with data entered in an invalid format, it is important to communicate to them what is 
incorrect and how they can fix it.  If the validation is done on the Server-side after user submits the data, then during the page 
refresh, show the user which field is incorrect, or if possible, show all the fields that are incorrect either on the page or in a 
separate message window.  If the validation is done on the Client-side, such as Invalid Format, then display a message as 
well as changing the field style to Error state immediately as user moves away from the field.

Departure	  Airport:* Departure	  Airport	  is	  required. Departure	  Airport:* DF|

Agency	  Number: 987ABCDEFG

Agency	  Number	  
does	  not	  exist.

Bubble Text
fill color: #FFF9ED/ 255,249,237
outline: 1px #DDC88B/ 221,200,139
text style: Calibri 11 pt normal
text color: #262626/ 38,38,38
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8.2 Prompts

                      (cont.)

Informa4on	  Title

Close

Travel	  First	  Class	  on	  AA1802	  and	  Earn	  1000	  Bonus
Miles!

3AA	  	  696	  F7	  Y7	  B7	  H7	  Q7	  DFWBNA	  9	  	  640A	  	  819A	  72S	  V/	  
0	  DCA	  /E	  W7	  G7	  V7	  K7	  M7	  	  

26 px 26 px

10 px

(a) px

(a) px

10 px Heading
width:  400 px
height: 32 px
text style: Calibri 14 pt bold
text color: #444444/RGB: 68, 68, 68
h-align: left
v-align: middle
padding: 8 px

Close Button Placement
required: No

Content
width: 400 px
height: 158 px
text style: Calibri 14 pt normal
text color: #333333/RGB: 51, 51, 51
h-align: left
v-align: middle
left/right inset margin: 26 px
top/bottom inset margin: min. 16 px

Content Header (optional)
text style: Calibri 14 pt Bold
text color: #333333/RGB: 51, 51, 51

Icon Placement
spacing before text: 10 px

Action Buttons Placement
align: center
v-placement: 16 px from bottom edge
spacing between buttons: 10 px
order: primary > tertiary
max num: 2

* Restriction
No Close Button

Error	  Title

Hide	  DetailsClose

Unexpected	  response	  from	  Sabre	  system.
Please	  try	  again	  later.

USG.ERR	  CSIER0017	  Service	  provider	  responded	  with	  invalid	  
response

min. 16 px

26 px 26 px

10 px

10 px

10 px

min. 16 px

10 px

Text box optional

▲

▼

Intruding Prompts
An Intruding Prompt is a prompt that stops users from continuing their action and forces them to make a decision or complete 
an action.  A small dialog is used as the container for a prompt without the Close [X] button.  This will force users to make a 
decision before continuing a previous action.
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8.2 Prompts (cont.)

                      (cont.)
!

Sample	  Text:	  14pt	  Calibri	  Regular	  #000000/RGB:0,0,0

Sample	  Text:	  14pt	  Calibri	  Regular	  #000000/RGB:0,0,0

Informational

Sample	  Text:	  14pt	  Calibri	  Regular	  #000000/RGB:0,0,0

Warning

Error

Sample	  Text:	  14pt	  Calibri	  Regular	  #000000/RGB:0,0,0
Fill	  Color:	  #E3EAF2/RGB=227,234,242
Border	  Color:	  #8CB1CF/RGB=140,177,207

Sample	  Text:	  14pt	  Calibri	  Regular	  #000000/RGB:0,0,0
Fill	  Color:	  #FFEFCB/RGB=255,239,203
Border	  Color:	  #DF9938/RGB=223,153,56

Sample	  Text:	  14pt	  Calibri	  Regular	  #000000/RGB:0,0,0
Fill	  Color:	  #FFDCDC/RGB=255,220,220
Border	  Color:	  #E87D7D/RGB=232,125,125

Non-Intruding Prompts
A Non-Intruding Prompt is a message the system uses 
to convey information to users, while allowing users to 
continue with their tasks, without interruption.

There are three types of Non-Intruding Prompts: 
Informational, Warning, and Error.

Informational Non-Intruding Prompts are used to make 
users aware of something, especially when the message 
is of a temporary nature without urgency.

A Warning Non-Intruding Prompt allows users to 
continue their action, knowing the fact that if the action 
carries on, a negative result might appear, but it is not a 
show stopper. (For example, the fare price you selected 
has changed.)

An Error Non-Intruding Prompt is usually feedback 
responding to the action users previously took. (For 
example, the fare price you originally selected is no 
longer available.)
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8.3 Tooltips
A Tooltip is descriptive text that is displayed when the mouse cursor hovers over a target area.  The tooltip copy should be a 
short verbal phrase that calls the user to action, such as ʻClick to Editʼ.

Show the tooltip within a very short amount of time (less than 0.25 sec) or immediately when the mouse hovers over the 
interaction area.  The tooltip should be visible the whole time the user has the mouse over the interaction area, and remove it 
promptly when the mouse leaves the interaction area.

                      (cont.)

Best Practices
• Set Focus to items on hover.  This allows  

users to toggle between the mouse and the 
keyboard for navigation.  Additionally, 
assistive technologies will detect the focus 
change and read the text.

• If the item has an image, place the image 
inline with the text and set the ALT text to 
convey the state of the item (e.g. 
expanded, collapsed or disabled).  If you 
donʼt have an image, you can use a small 
(1x1 pixel) filler image and place it inline 
with to the text.  This allows the assistive 
technology to read the ALT text as it reads 
the inline text.

• Support keyboard activation of the item.

• Use either Pointer or Hand Pointer, but 
keep the consistency throughout the 
application.

Classic	  View

Change	  from	  Graphical	  View	  to	  Classic	  View.	  

1px #956900/ 149,105,0

#F7F9E7/ 247,249,231

Save

Save	  changes	  to	  the	  document. 12pt Calibri Regular #000000/ 0,0,0

#F7F9E7/ 247,249,231
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Search: Find Clear

Best Practices
• Allow an easy (one-click) way to clear the 

search field.

• Show the results in the same screen.

• Provide advanced search criteria in the 
same screen instead of a pop-up or 
separate screen.

Search
The Search function helps users find exactly what they are looking for directly and faster, no matter what the data is.

A search function typically consist of an input text field, followed by an action button to trigger the search action.  However, it 
is also common to include a category combo box for filtering.

9.1. Search-Results
The Search and Results pattern is one of the most widely used patterns in all application designs.  It allows users to navigate 
directly to an item or set of items meeting specific criteria.  Additional search criteria or refined functionality are typically 
offered after the initial search results are displayed.

Related Patterns:  Form Field, Auto Complete, Combo Box, Action Buttons

Interaction is a kind of action that occurs as two or more objects have an effect on one another.  Interaction design patterns 
are a way to describe solutions to common usability or accessibility problems in a specific context.  A well-documented 
interaction model can make it easier for users to understand an interface and accomplish their tasks.

Results
A Results page is a listing of data returned by a search engine in response to a keyword query.  The results are typically 
displayed as a list, table, thumbnails, or a map, and data returned is sorted by default or grouped by default.

When many results are returned, generally Pagination is used, allowing users to jump through pages.


